A pulse may be divided into contiguous sequential frames, sometimes called sub-pulses. In a typical pulse-Doppler radar, receiving echo energy must be deferred until after the entire pulse waveform is transmitted. This sets a nearest possible range at which the beginning of the echo pulse can be processed. However, even when early frames or portions of frames are occluded or eclipsed by the transmit pulse, the echo from later frames may still be received and processed. This allows latter frames to be received in their entirety from nearer ranges than earlier frames or the entire pulse. As long as the latter frames still exhibit the desired resolution bandwidth, no loss of resolution is suffered by processing against only the latter frames. In this manner, a compound multi-frame pulse can be processed against a larger range swath than a more conventional pulse modulation scheme. Essentially, the traditional constraints between near-range detection and pulsewidth have been considerably loosened. Relative frame durations can be optimized to allow SNR to exceed some minimum level.
To be sure, some echo energy from near-range targets is present even when a long pulse is used. Although perhaps most of the near range target echo is occluded or eclipsed by the continued transmission of the latter portion of a long pulse, some portion of the pulse near the trailing edge of the pulse will in fact be present in the echo data after the pulse's transmission ceases. The problem with this is that the partial echo does not contain the entire modulation of the entire pulse. For most typical modulation schemes this means that significant parts of the pulse's spectrum is missing in the data, resulting in substantially impacted resolution (i.e. impacted not in a good way).
In this paper, we describe a new modulation scheme that creates a compound pulse that allows a single pulse to overcome the limitations described above. The compound pulse will allow long pulses with desired resolution bandwidth for long range performance, and short-range performance with desired resolution bandwidth that tolerates received echo partial occlusion. A more extensive treatment is given in a report by Doerry and Marquette. 1 We refer the reader to this report for references to related publications. However, we do call out in particular a paper by Krieger, et al., 2 which presents what they term, "Multidimensional Waveform Encoding" which divides a pulse into sub-pulses, in particular for orbital radar applications. Their discussion includes allowing sub-pulses to be beam-steered independently to facilitate range-dependent returns that can be combined in a Digital Beam-Forming (DBF) fashion. In this paper, we detail and build on pulse segmentation and modulation concepts like those reported by Krieger, et al.
We begin by noting that most pulse modulation schemes make the assumption that the receiver's matched filter will process substantially the entire pulse to generate an output with the desired characteristics, typically measured with the radar's Impulse Response (IPR). This means that in a typical pulse-Doppler radar, receiving echo energy must be deferred until after the entire pulse waveform is transmitted. This sets a nearest possible range at which the beginning of the echo pulse can be processed.
However, a pulse may be divided into contiguous sequential frames, sometimes called sub-pulses. This suggests that even when early frames or portions of frames are occluded or eclipsed by the transmit pulse, the echo from later frames may still be received and processed. This allows latter frames to be received in their entirety from nearer ranges than earlier frames or the entire pulse. Furthermore, as long as the latter frames still exhibit the desired resolution bandwidth, no loss of resolution is suffered by processing against only the latter frames. In this manner, a compound multi-frame pulse can be processed against a larger range swath than a more conventional pulse modulation scheme. Essentially, the traditional constraints between near-range detection and pulsewidth have been considerably loosened. Relative frame durations can be optimized to allow SNR to exceed some minimum level.
DISCUSSION
The measure of a pulse modulation scheme is the autocorrelation function. The autocorrelation function is simply a cross-correlation of a function with itself. The goal herein is to design a modulation scheme for a pulse that facilitates the following:
Frame 1 …
Pulse n Pulse n+1 1. Long range performance by allowing an acceptable autocorrelation function for substantially the entire pulse.
2. Short range performance by allowing an acceptable cross-correlation of a portion of the entire pulse with an occluded, or partially masked, version of the entire pulse.
To meet this compound set of requirements, we propose a compound multi-frame waveform, which we define as one that is composed of components that by themselves have attributes of independent waveforms.
Dividing a Pulse into Independent Frames
Our general approach to the new compound waveform is to divide the waveform into frames, illustrated in Figure 1 . More specifically, we design the structure as follows:
1. Each pulse is divided into two or more contiguous frames.
2. Each frame is essentially a separate waveform, with individual characteristics.
3. Each frame is designed to not correlate well with any other frame. This property is often referred to as orthogonality.
We stipulate that individual frames do not necessarily need to be of equal length or duration, equal bandwidth, or even spectral content or characteristics. Separate pulses need not necessarily even be divided into equal, or even similar frames, in number or characteristics. We will nevertheless continue with the following assumptions:
1. Each pulse will have the same number of frames.
2. Across pulses, i.e. from one pulse to the next, a particular frame will have the same length.
3. Within a pulse, different frames need not have the same length.
4. Modulation within a pulse for all frames will be phase/frequency, to facilitate radar power amplifiers operating in compression for maximum power output.
5. The pulse waveform will be digitally generated samples, to facilitate maximum control over pulse characteristics.
We define the notation for generic pulse as:
where A = amplitude of the pulse, i = intra-pulse index,
and the phase and envelope functions are defined as:
= phase of the i th sample of the n th pulse, and
We also define the basic pulse sample frequency as:
We divide the pulse into frames by dividing the index i into frames via:
Where:
, with frame index d increases with time within a pulse,
Each index i corresponds to a unique combination of indices k and d. In fact, we may calculate the individual unique component indices as:
, and
Furthermore, we observe that the sum of the lengths of the individual frames equals the total length of the pulse, that is:
Given that we can parse the overall index i into new indices d and k, we can now speak in terms of individual frame modulations, that is:
= the phase of the k th sample of the d th frame in the n th pulse.
This allows us to develop modulation functions that are independent for each frame. With malice of forethought, we will define the phase function as an accumulation of frequencies. That is, for each frame we allow:
where
= reference phase for the d th frame in the n th pulse, and
, Ω = phase-rate per sample of the k th sample, d th frame, and n th pulse.
The overall phase function is then:
where 2 2
We have allowed the reference phase
to change with frame index d. This will generally cause a phase discontinuity at frame boundaries where
may be useful, particularly in providing some orthogonality in Doppler space, it does come at a price. For convenience, we define the time duration of individual frames as
We reiterate that we would normally desire that the waveform segments in individual frames to not correlate well with each other, as this would cause enhanced undesirable sidelobes in the overall waveform autocorrelation function. Furthermore, this works better with longer pulses to mitigate quantization effects in both time duration and frequency.
Selecting Frame Widths
In a typical pulse radar, with but a single frame, we desire the data we collect to contain the complete radar echo from a target of the entire pulse that is transmitted. We also desire to use as long a pulse as possible. For a particular desired near range, this means that we insist that the pulsewidth be no more than the round-trip echo delay time from the nearest range of interest. Alternatively, for a given pulsewidth, the near range is limited to:
where c = velocity of propagation of the radar wave, T = pulsewidth.
We are ignoring any switching times or other margins that a normally a part of a real radar design. We also note that for some radar system operating modes, notably those that employ LFM chirp waveforms with stretch processing, this may not be strictly true. However for typical stretch processing it is 'nearly' true, but comes at a price of some lost SNR. For our purposes, we will assume more general waveforms using correlation processing or matched filter processing. For a single-frame radar pulse, we will insist that this relationship holds.
Now consider a radar waveform with two frames. We index these as:
If we consider the entire pulse, then it remains true that:
However, if we concern ourselves with only the second frame, then we may calculate a different near range, namely:
Very clearly, the echo from the final frame of the pulse will be received in its entirety from much nearer ranges than the range for the complete echo from the entire pulse. This is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Frame 1
Pulse n This might be exploited such that, for ranges nearer than that { } R . This means that the far range to be considered for just Frame 2 is equal to the near range for the entire pulse, namely,
Ostensibly, there is also a far range of interest for the entire pulse as well. Consequently, we may order the various ranges as:
The far range for any one pulse is usually chosen based on SNR concerns. Neglecting antenna beam effects and atmospheric effects, for a single pulse, SNR of the echo signal varies as the inverse of the fourth power of range, but linearly with pulse width. Consequently, if we desire SNR at { } 2 , far R using only Frame 2 to be no less than to the SNR at { } 2 : 1 , far R using both frames, then we may relate:
This may be transmogrified to the relationship:
This says that once the far range is chosen in conjunction with a total pulsewidth, then an optimum frame width may be calculated so as to not lose SNR at nearer ranges than the classical limit. Effectively, the near range has been reduced to:
For example, if far range was desired to be 100 km, but the pulse width required to do this limited near range to be 70 km, then by employing a compound pulse with 2 frames, and optimally selecting the frame widths, we could reduce near range due to Frame 2's lesser width to 24 km. Recall, however, that this ignores atmospheric propagation effects and antenna beam roll-off. Nevertheless, this is a significant improvement.
We refer the reader to the aforementioned report for analysis of an arbitrary number of frames, except to say that improvement accelerates with each new frame.
Some Compound Multi-Frame Waveform Examples
The general intent is to process different range bands against different sets of frames within the compound waveform.
The tool we will employ is the cross-correlation of the entire waveform with the particular set of frames we are considering for a particular range band.
There are a multitude of variations in how to employ multiple frames of a compound waveform. We discuss some examples here with the following processing strategy:
1. Process the farthest ranges using as reference frames {1:D}.
2. Process the next nearest set of ranges using as reference frames {2:D}.
3. Process ever nearer sets of ranges using as reference ever fewer of the latest frames.
For the following examples, we will unless otherwise noted presume the following parameters: 
Furthermore, we will presume a frame topology with: (26)
Basic LFM chirp frames
We consider here the example of a pulse with the aforementioned default parameters, but with each frame exhibiting the following additional features:
• Both frames have positive chirps.
• No window tapering is used in processing.
• All pulses have identical reference phases for all frames.
Figure 3 details the instantaneous frequency of a pulse over the sample index. Frames are identified by color. Figure 3 also details the spectrum of the constituent components of the pulse. Note that the shorter frame contains less energy than the longer frame. Figure 4 details the results of cross-correlating the constituent frames of the pulse with the entire pulse. We observe in the cross-correlation plots that near-in sidelobes display a sinc ( ( ) x x π π sin ) characteristic. All cross-correlation products exhibit elevated far-out sidelobes. This is due to the individual frames interfering with each other. Note that cross-correlating with shorter frames yields higher far-out sidelobes. Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8714 87141H-8
Counter LFM chirp frames
• Each frame has the opposite chirp direction from the other.
Figure 5 details the instantaneous frequency of a pulse over the sample index. Frames are identified by color. Figure 5 also details the spectrum of the constituent components of the pulse. Note that the shorter frame contains less energy than the longer frame. Figure 6 details the results of cross-correlating the constituent frames of the pulse with the entire pulse. We observe in the cross-correlation plots that near-in sidelobes still exhibit a sinc characteristic. All crosscorrelation products also still exhibit elevated far-out sidelobes. However, the counter-chirps cause these far-out sidelobes to spread even further, and thereby diminish in peak value. Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8714 87141H-9
Counter LFM chirp frames with Random Reference Phase
• All pulses have independent random (uniformly distributed) reference phases for all frames.
Figure 7 details the instantaneous frequency of a pulse over the sample index. Frames are identified by color. Figure 7 also details the spectrum of the constituent components of the pulse. Note that the shorter frame contains less energy than the longer frame. Figure 8 details the results of cross-correlating the constituent frames of the pulse with the entire pulse.
We observe in the cross-correlation plots that near-in sidelobes still exhibit a sinc characteristic. All cross-correlation products also still exhibit elevated far-out sidelobes. However, the randomized references phases cause these far-out sidelobes to spread in Doppler, and thereby diminishing in peak value. The 128 pulses cause the far-out range sidelobe average levels to diminish by slightly more than 20 dB in the same Doppler bin in this example. However, the random nature of the reference phases does not guarantee that the energy in any or all other Doppler bins will not exceed this. These levels will fluctuate. 
Counter LFM chirp frames with Random Reference Phase and Windowed Processing
• Cross-correlation processing will now employ a window taper function for sidelobe filtering. Specifically, we will employ a −50 dB Taylor window with 7 = n .
• All pulses have independent random (uniformly distributed) reference phases for all frames. Figure 9 details the instantaneous frequency of a pulse over the sample index. Frames are identified by color. Figure 9 also details the spectrum of the constituent components of the pulse. Note that the shorter frame contains less energy than the longer frame. Figure 10 details the results of cross-correlating the constituent frames of the pulse with the entire pulse.
We observe in the cross-correlation plots that near-in sidelobes now exhibit a Taylor window IPR. All cross-correlation products also still exhibit elevated far-out sidelobes, spread in Doppler due to the random reference phase. However, the window function causes the far-out processing sidelobes to 'mound' somewhat with a slight increase in the center of the mound. These mounds or 'wings' are in fact processing sidelobes that are a result of the windowing and crosscorrelation function. The fact that they are not symmetric in the frame plots is because of interference between the frames. 
Basic LFM Chirp Frames Spectrally Separated with Random Reference Phase and Windowed Processing
For spectrally separated waveforms, our processing strategy is as follows:
1. Process coherently the farthest ranges using as reference Frame 1.
2. Process coherently the next nearest set of ranges using as reference Frame 2.
3. Process coherently ever nearer sets of ranges using as reference ever later individual frames.
We note here that we are stipulating to coherently process against only individual frames, and never against the entire pulse. Given that frames are spectrally separated and of unequal width, this is a specific choice amongst several options. Those options include the following:
a. Process as indicated against individual frames. The positive aspect of this is that all processing IPR shapes are essentially the desired IPR with minimum distortion in the mainlobe. The negative aspect to this is that the longest range operation is performance limited to the energy in only the largest frame. If the longest frame were 75% of the entire pulsewidth, then this would represent a 1.25 dB loss in SNR.
b. Process coherently over frames {d:D}, that is, go ahead and process as in the previous sections. The positive aspect of this is that we maximize the SNR in the resulting IPR. The negative to this is that the IPR shape is distorted due to the different frequency content. Nevertheless, the shape will still be dominated by the spectral region with the most energy, that is, the longest frame.
c. Process coherently over individual frames, and then combine the results from different frames in the set {d:D} noncoherently. The positive aspect of this is that we still get some SNR gain from the noncoherent summation, and in some cases this will even approach the quality of coherent processing. The negative to this is that it isn't as good as coherent processing, especially if we start with low SNR results from individual frames.
Nevertheless, we will continue with choice 'a'. We will also presume the following characteristics of the individual frames:
• Different frames will have different durations. Later frames will have shorter durations.
• All frames will have substantially the same spectral width and shape, but offer different center frequencies sufficiently far apart so that individual frame spectrums will not overlap.
For the following example, we will assume the same parameters as the previous examples, except that we will also specify:
• Cross-correlation processing will now employ a window taper function for sidelobe filtering. Specifically, we will employ a −50 dB Taylor window with 7 = n . The same window taper is used in azimuth Doppler processing.
• All pulses have independent random (uniformly distributed) reference phases for all frames. Figure 11 details the instantaneous frequency of a pulse over the sample index. Frames are identified by color. Figure 11 also details the spectrum of the constituent components of the pulse. Note that the shorter frame contains less energy than the longer frame. Figure 12 details the results of cross-correlating the constituent frames of the pulse with the entire pulse.
We observe in the cross-correlation plots for the individual frames that near-in sidelobes still exhibit a Taylor window IPR as designed. Coherently processing over the entire pulse still distorts the Taylor window IPR somewhat, noticeable as the ripple in the mainlobe. All cross-correlation products also still exhibit low level far-out sidelobes due to the crosscorrelation calculation, but now these are fairly symmetric wings. The random reference phases for each pulse and frame reduces the interference between the two frames, rendering the IPR fairly symmetric for each cross-correlation. No interference between frames is discernible in these plots.
Comments
We make a number of seemingly random observations here:
While we have exemplified the use of frames where each frame has the same resolution bandwidth, there is nothing inherent in the use of frames that compels us to do so. Essentially, if desired, different frames can have independently specified resolution bandwidths. More generally, individual frames may have entirely different frequency content from each other. We allow that individual frames may have different modulations employed. We further stipulate that different frames may use the same or different spectral shaping techniques, as may be desired for controlling processing sidelobes out of a matched filter. Individual frames might even exhibit different polarizations.
While we have discussed employing compound pulses for reasons of extending the range swath, especially to nearer ranges, we acknowledge that there may be other reasons for dividing a pulse into multiple frames. For example, reasons might include (but are not limited to) exploring or exploiting specific target phenomenology, clutter mitigation, signaling, and/or ambiguity mitigation.
The waveforms exemplified in this report displayed only two frames. However, these are easily extended to an arbitrary number of frames. For example, the sequential chirps of the earliest examples can be easily extended to manifest as an accelerating sawtooth pattern of instantaneous frequencies.
Some waveforms, notably noise and noise-like waveforms, lend themselves readily to processing against arbitrary frame sizes. That is, any frame size (usually larger than some minimum) of a noise waveform will have equal bandwidth, at least statistically, and therefor process to the same resolution.
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed herein the following:
• A pulse may be divided into multiple frames, where individual frames may exhibit different lengths, different modulations, and even non-overlapping spectral characteristics.
• Latter frames can be processed to provide full-resolution range information at much nearer ranges than earlier frames, or the entire pulse.
• Using and processing frames allows mitigating the typical constraint of near-range operation with long-pulses. This allows extending the range swath for which a pulse may be processed to full resolution.
• Additional benefit can be derived from appropriate random reference phases that change with frame as well as pulse number.
